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A major North Sea operator was evaluating the options available 
for setting a deep-set plug in a well with a target depth of 
approximately 11,000ft and a deviation of 80°.  The completion 
included a landing nipple situated below the production packer.  
This presented the opportunity to use a conventional lock 
mandrel style plug.

The Operator had previously used an Oilenco Hybrid Plug in a 
shallow barrier application.  With confidence in the technology, 
this presented two challenges:

1. Could the Hybrid Plug be deployed on e-line using a downhole 
tractor?’
2. At 80° deviation, could this job be carried out with conventional 
slickline?’

Initially, Oilenco reviewed its archive of high deviation operations 
and identified methods that had proven successful in high angle 
well deployment. Ultimately, comprehensive trials would be 
necessary to establish a satisfactory level of confidence.

The Hybrid Plug design was adapted for high deviation 
deployment.  By integrating the Hybrid Plug with an Oilenco 
Inclination Sub, the plug could be run into the well with minimal 
friction.  For slickline deployment, a ‘soft set’ Hybrid running tool 
was developed to reduce the need for heavy downward jarring.  
To further optimise the jarring capacity of the toolstring, a long 
stroke Linear Jar was included.

For testing, a joint of tubing with a landing nipple was set at an 
inclination of 80°.  Various slickline toolstring configurations were 
trialled to achieve the optimum downward jarring performance. 
Tests were provisionally carried out in dry tubing and latterly 
with fluid.  To conclude the onshore verification trials, the Hybrid 
Plug was set and pressure tested to 5000psi.  A suitable Running 
Tool adapter kit was manufactured to allow the Hybrid plug to 
be set on e-line.  

During offshore operations, the Operator opted to provisionally 
run the Hybrid Plug on E-line and use a Tractor & Stroker Tool 
combination to run and set the plug.  The Hybrid Plug was 
successfully set and pressure tested.
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